
Amadeus Transfers Web Services 

Travel sellers who plan to build their own front-end interface will benefit from  
Amadeus Transfers Web Services. With only two messages, all information needed for the 
shopping and booking of Transfer services are provided. Undoubtedly the best choice for travel 
sellers who want to stay in control of functionality and content of their booking application.

Time to market: 

Depending on your customer. Our team of experts will be ready to assist before, during and after 
the Web Services implementation.

Amadeus Transfers Plug & Play Website

A ready-made transfer booking tool 

For customers who aim for a quick time to market, we have developed a white label website 
that works on a plug-and-play basis and requires only little development effort. It comes with 
a range of customisation parameters to match the travel sellers site’s look & feel and supports 
several languages and currencies. The design is responsive and offers a mobile-enabled user 
interface. The ready-made booking tool offers full cross-sell capabilities, with booking record 
integration and destination & date pre-population.

Time to market: 

Depending on how fast your customer is – we’ve seen implementations of similar solutions 
completed in only two weeks!

 

Amadeus Transfers
Creating Connections

Why should travel sellers worry about offering coverage 
for every step of their customer’s travel chain?  

The answer is easy: Booking flight and hotel is relatively 
straightforward. But arranging for first and last mile 
transportation to destination it is what causes most 

headaches to travellers*. 

 Available  
transfer companies

As of July 2016

Search Shop Book

Bookers of travel, be it private or professional, are confronted with an array of possibilities when it comes to getting to their 
end destination: shuttle busses, express trains or even helicopter rides. So why has Amadeus chosen to focus on private transfer 
services? It’s all benefits: rides are pre-arranged and bookable. Smart technology has turned private transfer into a mass market 
good available nearly everywhere. And last but not least, private transfer services means quality revenue. In other words, there is 
money to be made from.

As of July 2016

* following a recent study conducted by Northstar on behalf of Egencia.



Amadeus Transfers on Selling Platform and e-Travel Management 
 
Integrated Partner and Smart Content 

Transfer services on Selling Platform and e-Travel Management will be bookable through a connection to our Plug & Play 
website, which is brought to travel professionals and corporate bookers through Integrated Partners (SELL Classic and 
e-Travel Management) or Smart Content (SELL Connect).

Full PNR integration 

Traveller details and dates are automatically extracted from an existing flight booking and are populated to the Transfer 
booking interface. The booking is fully integrated into the PNR, which allows for simplified trip servicing and easy modification 
or cancellation of the transfer booking where needed.

Product Evolution 

Additional features like cross-sell recommendations, inclusion of traveller profiles and policies and reporting and analytics are 
under development and will be added soon.

Availability 

Amadeus Transfers is already available on Selling Platform. Deployment through e-Travel Management is expected for Q3 
2016.
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How to get started?! 
Our team of experts is readily available to discuss 
the best option for your customers, so contact us 
at transfers@amadeus.com and let’s get started! 

What are the commercials?! 
 
For the time being, we offer a transactional business model, where 
transfer providers pay a commission to the travel seller in case they have 
put in place a commercial agreement.  Commission levels usually range 
between 5 and 10%. 

Driving Standards together with ACRISS 
 
Together with ACRISS, an association in charge of creating standards 
for the car rental and transfers industry, we are working on 
streamlining quality features and booking criteria. The creation of 
quality standards and a code of conduct will make life easier for 
travel agents and simplify the integration of transfer companies into 
any electronic distribution system.

Real Value for Travellers 
 
Providing travellers with an opportunity to cover every step in their 
travel chain is what makes a real difference to them. 
They will embark on their trip with total peace of mind, knowing that 
nothing is left to the unforeseen. Especially when travelling to foreign 
countries with unfamiliar languages and writings, knowing that a 
reliable partner takes care of transportation to the final destination 
means real value. 

transfers@amadeus.com

Have a look at our demo site and see  
how easy it is to book a transfer!


